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In the United States, Spanish is one of the
most commonly spoken non-English
languages. It’s important to remember that
some English words don’t entirely translate to
Spanish.
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Here are 12 Spanish words which have no English translation.

Consuegro/Consuegra
Consuegro or
Consuegra is used
to mention the
father-in-law or
mother-in-law of
your daughter or
son.

01

Madrugar

03

Madrugar, as a
verb refers to
getting-up early in
the morning. But
as a noun, it has
no definite
counterpart in the
English language.

04

Buen provecho

05

Buen provecho is a
phrase used to tell
others to enjoy their
meal. It also has a
French counterpart:“
Bon Appétit”, but there
is no exact word or
phrase in English to
express the same.

Sobremesa
Sobremesa is used to
describe when people
have finished their meal,
but the conversation
around the table is still
flowing. In this case,
there is no one word
translation.

Pena Ajena/Verguenza Ajena
Pena Ajena or
Verguenza Ajena is
used to express the
feeling of
embarrassment or
shame on behalf of
someone else who
doesn’t share the same
feeling.

Militar

02

Militar, as a noun
means soldier.
But when used
as a verb, it has
no definite
meaning in the
English
language.

Trasnochar
Trasnochar is
used in reference
to staying awake
all night and
cannot be
translated into
one English word.

Golpista

06

Golpistaas a
noun applies
tos omeone
who is
involved in a
military
coup.

07

Estrenar

08

When used in
reference to
wearing
something for
the very first
time, estrenar
has no English
counterpart.

09

Antier/Anteayer

10

A way of
saying the
day before
yesterday.

Tuerto

11

When referencing
someone who is
blind in one eye or
missing an eye.

12

Friolento/Friolero
When referencing
someone who is
very sensitive to
cold.
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